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Abstract
The notion of right Kan spaces is a generalization of injective T

spaces In this
note we will give an internal characterization of right Kan spaces As a consequence
of this characterization one sees that right Kan spaces need not be injective T


spaces nor exponentiable spaces At least they are sober It turns out that the
notion of right Kan spaces is equivalent to the well studied notion of essentially
complete T

spaces	
 Introduction
In his famous paper Continuous lattices D S Scott proved that the class of
injective objects in the category of topological T

spaces permits an internal
characterization A T

space X is injective w r t subspace embeddings
if and only if X is homeomorphic to a continuous lattice endowed with the
Scotttopology 	
Recently MHEscard
o modied the external denition of injective T


spaces to right Kan spaces He showed that any injective T

space continuous
lattice is a right Kan space adapting Scotts proof 	 It is a natural question
whether the converse is true or not
In this note we will give a satisfactory internal characterization of right
Kan spaces So we will be able to answer the question negatively In fact
the characterization is algebraic in the sense that a space is exactly a right
Kan space if a lattice structure satisfying suitable continuity requirements is
hidden in the topology
This algebraic description is the same REHomann gave in his inves
tigation of BBanaschewskis essentially complete T

spaces Therefore the
classes of right Kan spaces and of essentially complete T

spaces are the same
At rst let us x notations and repeat Escard
os denitions
c
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For a topological space X we will write X for the lattice of open sets
of X ordered by inclusion The symbol v is reserved for the specialization
order of any T

space i e x v y holds if and only if the neighbourhood
lter Ox  O
X
x of x is contained in the neighbourhood lter Oy of y
Using the specialization order functions f g  X  Y from any set X into a
T

space Y are ordered pointwise i e f  g if and only if fx v gx for all
x  X The set of continuous functions from a T

space X into a T

space Y
ordered pointwise is denoted by X  Y 	
Denition  Let f  X  D and j  X  Y continuous functions A
continuous function g  Y  D is called the right Kan extension of f along
j if and only if g is the greatest continuous function in Y  D	 such that
f  g  j in X  D	 The right Kan extension of f along j is denoted by
X
j
 Y

D

f

j
f

fj A T

space D is a right Kan space over continuous functions if and
only if for all T

spaces X and Y and all continuous functions f  X  D and
j  X  Y the extension fj exists
If the existence of fj is only required for continuous j with dense image
then D is called a right Kan space over dense continuous functions
Lemma   Rem following Prop 	 If D is a right Kan space then
Dv is a complete lattice
Proof It is sucient to show that for every subset X  D the inmum
d
X
exists If e  X  D is the subspace embedding and   X   is the only
X

 

D

e



e

function into the terminal object   fg then e equals
d
X 
In addition the topology D of any right Kan space D is coarser than the
Scotttopology on Dv MHEscard
o private communication	 We omit
Escard
os proof because this fact will be a consequence of our characterization
As usual a subset O of a poset P is Scottopen if and only if O is an
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upper set and if every directed subset A intersects O nontrivially provided
W
A exists in P and is contained in O
 Internal characterization of right Kan spaces
The term right Kan spaces over continuous functions is a bit misleading
Unlike in the case of injective spaces the denition and existence of fj
does not depend on the topology of X Any function f or j can be regarded
as a continuous function using the discrete space X instead of X This
observation and Lemma  are explored in the following
Lemma  A T

Space D is a right Kan space if and only if Dv is a
complete lattice and for any T

space Y and any not necessarily continuous
function   Y  D there exists a greatest continuous function f  Y  D
such that f  
Proof IfD is a right Kan space then the rst condition follows by Lemma 
The second condition is implied by the following diagram The greatest con
tinuous function below  is given as  where Y is the discrete space with
point set Y  and   Y  Y just maps y to y
Y

 Y

D






Conversely if j  X  Y 	 and f  X  D	 are continuous functions then
fj is given as the greatest continuous function below   Y  D y 	
d
f

j

fyg	

 Indeed  exists because Dv is a complete lattice And if
y  Y n jX	 then  maps y to
d

 the greatest element of Dv So we
have g   if and only if g  j  f  
In order to avoid noncontinuous functions and the dependence on Y  we
need a few things
Denition  If L is a complete lattice endowed with a topology  
and I is some set then we say that a sup operation
W

Q
iI
L  L hx
i
j
i  Ii 	
W
iI
x
i
is jointly continuous if it is continuous with respect to the
product topology i e
W

Q
iI
L   L  is a topologically continuous
function
The term jointly continuous is borrowed from  Rem preceding Prop
II	 where only binary products and the Scotttopology on L are consid
ered

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Lemma  Let X Y be T

spaces such that the topology Y of Y is coarser
than the Scotttopology on Yv If the pointwise supremum of a directed
family of continuous functions exists then it is continuous
Proof Let ff
i
j i  Ig  X  Y 	 be a directed family of continuous
functions and f their pointwise supremum We will show that f is continuous
at any point x  X
If O  Y is Scottopen and if fx 
F
i
f
i
x  O then there is an
i

 I such that f
i

x  O Continuity of f
i

yields an open neighbourhood
V of x such that f
i

V   O Since open sets are upper sets and continuous
functions are monotone w r t the specialization order we have f V 	  O
Thus f is continuous at x 
We can now formulate our main result
Theorem  Let D be a T

space Then the following conditions are equiv
alent
i D is a right Kan space over continuous functions
ii For any T

space Y the function space Y  D	 is a complete lattice
where the pointwise supremum of continuous functions is continuous
iii Dv is a complete lattice and all sup operations
F

Q
iI
D  D are
jointly continuous
iv Dv is a complete lattice the binary sup operation t  D  D  D
is jointly continuous and the topology of D is coarser than the Scott
topology of Dv
Proof   Let F  ff
i
j i  Ig be an arbitrary subset of Y  D	
Since D is a complete lattice by Lemma  the pointwise supremum 
of F exists By Lemma  there is a greatest continuous function f below
 Since the elements of F are continuous functions below  f is an upper
bound of F  Thus f equals 
   Since   D	 is isomorphic to Dv the completeness of
Dv follows Let Y 
Q
iI
D The Iary sup operation
F
 Y  D is
just the pointwise supremum of the canonical projections 
i

Q
iI
D  D
Hence
F
is jointly continuous
  The only thing to show is that open sets are Scottopen because
open sets are upper sets in the specialization order Let O  D and
F
iI
x
i

O Since
F
is jointly continuous there is a basisopen neighbourhood V of
hx
i
j i  Ii in
Q
iI
D such that
F
V 

F
iI
z
i


hz
i
j i  Ii  V

 O
The basisopen set V is the Cartesian product of open sets
Q
iI
O
i
 all equal
to D except for an nite index set I

 I Therefore V contains an element
hy
i
j i  Ii dened by
y
i


x
i
if i  I


D
otherwise


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where
D
is the least element of Dv Hence
F
iI

x
i

F
iI
y
i

F
V  O
If fx
i
j i  Ig is directed then it follows that there is an i

 I such that
x
i

 O Therefore O is Scottopen
   According to Lemma  we have to show that there is a
greatest continuous function below any given function   Y  D Let F 

f  Y  D	


f  

the set of continuous functions below  If F
is directed then the pointwise supremum of F is continuous by Lemma 
Obviously this function would be the greatest continuous function below 
So we have to show that the pointwise supremum of f

 f

 F is continuous
Since it is the composition of two continuous functions
Y
hf

 f

i
D D
t
D
y 

f

y f

y

 f

y t f

y
this is true 
Corollary  If the Scotttopology L of a complete lattice L is a con
tinuous lattice then L L is a right Kan space As a consequence any con
tinuous lattice endowed with the Scotttopology i e any injective T

space is
a right Kan space
Proof Since L is a continuous lattice the binary sup operation is jointly
continuous  Cor II	 The second claim follows from the fact that the
Scotttopology of a continuous lattice is a continuous lattice  Theo II
	 
The last corollary gives an simple proof that the class of right Kan spaces
contains the class of injective T

spaces An alternative proof is given in
 Prop 	 In addition we are now able to give a surprisingly simple
example of a right Kan space which is not an injective T

space
Example  The lattice L










 c



endowed with the Scotttopology is a right Kan space which is not injective
Indeed L is a complete but not continuous lattice thus not an injective T


space It is easy to check that the Scotttopology on L is a continuous lattice
in fact it is an algebraic lattice Therefore L is a right Kan space by Corol
lary 

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Example 	  Theo 	 If L is a complete lattice and L is the lower
topology on L then L L is a right Kan space The sets x  fy  L j
y  xg where x ranges over L form a subbasis for the closed sets The only
thing to check is that   L L L is jointly continuous
It is well known that exponentiability of a space X in the category of
T

spaces is equivalent to the continuity of the lattice X For a sober space
X this is exactly the case if X is locally quasicompact The next exam
ple shows that right Kan spaces need not be exponentiable spaces It is a
specialization of an example discussed in  x	 under dierent aspects
Example 
 LetX be a T

space which is not locally compact Then Xv
is a discrete order and X is not a continuous lattice We extend Xv with
a greatest and a least element Endow the set X


 X  fg where
  X with the topology X




O  fg


O  X

 f
 X


g
The lattice X


v is complete and the topology of X


is coarser than
the Scotttopology on X


v If X is not a continuous lattice so is X



It remains to show that t  X


 X


 X


is jointly continuous which is
left to the reader
Corollary  Right Kan spaces are sober
Proof If X is a T

space such that Xv is a complete lattice the topology
X is coarser than the Scotttopology on Xv and t  X  X  X is
jointly continuous then X is sober  Prop II iii	 By Theorem 
right Kan spaces satisfy these conditions 
For an alternative proof confer  Rem proceeding Lemma 	 under
assistance of Section  below For a sober space X the topology is always
coarser than the Scotttopology on Xv so one can replace this condition in
Theorem   by sobriety Even if Xv is complete and X is the Scott
topology sobriety of X alone does not imply that X is a right Kan space see
	
 Right Kan spaces over dense continuous functions
If in the denition of injective T

spaces one replaces the subspace embeddings
by dense subspace embeddings one gets the class of densely injective T


spaces It is well known that a T

space belongs to this class if and only if
it is homeomorphic to a completecontinuous semilattice endowed with the
Scotttopology  Ex II	 A poset is a completecontinuous semilattice
if and only if it is a Scottclosed subset of a continuous lattice
We will now formulate the analogous result for right Kan spaces A poset
is called a complete semilattice if all inma of non empty subsets exists This
is equivalent to the existence of suprema of directed sets and of bounded
non empty sets Therefore complete semilattices are also known as bounded
complete dcpos
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In analogy toX


 we deneX

as the setXfg where   X endowed
with the topology

Ofg


O  X

f
g IfX is a T

space then Xv is
a complete semilattice if and only if X

v is a complete lattice If   X 	 Y
is a partial function we write def  for the set fx  X j x is denedg
Proposition  A space D is a right Kan space over dense continuous func
tions if and only if D

is a right Kan space over continuous functions
Proof Let D

be a right Kan space over continuous functions and f  X 
D j  X  Y continuous functions such that jX	 is dense in Y  We want to
nd the right Kan extension of f along j Call f

 X  D

the obvious co
extension of f  it is a continuous function Since f

X	  D and D is closed in
X
j
 Y

D



f
D




f


j
f


D

f

f

j

D

 the set f

j

D	 is a closed subset of Y by continuity of the right Kan
extension f

j The set jX	 is contained in f

j

D	 Indeed in D

the
set D is downward closed and f

 f

j  j holds By the density of jX
we have Y  f

j

D	 and so f

j corestricts to a function

f  Y  D
Actually

f is the desired function fj
Conversely let D be a right Kan space over dense continuous functions
f  X  D

and j  X  Y continuous functions Dene X

 f

D	
and Y

 jX

	 the topological closure of jX

	 We call f

 X

 D and
j

 X

 Y

the obvious restrictions and corestrictions of f and j respec
tively By construction j

is a dense continuous function Since D is a right
Kan space over dense functions we have a right Kan extension f

j

 This
function is used to construct

f  Y  D



fy 

f

j

y if y  Y

 otherwise



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It remains to show that

f is continuous and that it is the right Kan extension
X
j
 Y
X

j




Y




D

f


j

f


D





f

f

j
f

fj of f along j We omit this 
Corollary  A T

space D is a right Kan space over dense continuous
functions if and only if all of the following conditions are satised
i Dv is a complete semilattice i e boundedcomplete dcpo
ii the topology D is coarser than the Scotttopology on Dv
iii the subset def t of D D is closed in the product topology and
iv t  def t  D is jointly continuous i e topologically continuous if
def t  D D is endowed with the subspace topology
Proof The proof uses Proposition  and Theorem  Details are omit
ted 
Corollary  Right Kan spaces over dense continuous functions are sober
Proof If D is a right Kan space over dense continuous functions then D

is
a right Kan space thus D

is sober Any irreducible closed subset A of D
is a irreducible closed subset of D

 Hence it is the closure of a point The
only new point is  which has D

as its closure Therefore A is the closure
of a point in D 
 Essentially complete T

spaces
During his investigations of injective hulls of T

spaces BBanaschewski con
sidered essential hulls as an intermediate step to injective hulls 	 He proved
that any T

space X is essentially embeddable into an unique up to home
omorphism over X essentially complete T

space  the essential hull of X
Essentially complete T

spaces are characterized in terms of lters of their
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topology Notice that  Prop 	 is not correct cf 	 Later on R
EHomann gave an algebraic description of essentially complete T

spaces
	 which coincides with the characterization of right Kan spaces given in
Theorem 
In this section we will state these results of BBanaschewski and R
EHomann and generalize them to right Kan spaces over dense continuous
functions
If f  X  Y is an embedding such that any continuous function g  Y  Z
is an embedding whenever g  f is an embedding the embedding f is called
essential If a T

space X does not permit a proper essential embedding
X

f
 Y
Z

g

g

f

X  Y into a T

space Y  we say that X is essentially complete
In order to internalize the notion of essential embeddings we want to formu
late information about the embedding and the range in terms of the source We
say that an embedding f  X  Y is strict if the collection fU

g
UX
 Y
is a basis for the topology where U


S
fV  Y j f

V 	  Ug is the
greatest open set such that the intersection with f X	 is f U 	
The trace lter of y  Y w r t the embedding f is the set T y 
ff

V 	 j V  Oyg where Oy  O
Y
y is the set of open neighbourhoods
of y in Y  Obviously T fx  Ox and an open set U  X is an element
of T y if and only if U

is a neighbourhood of y in Y  The virtue of strict
embeddings is the fact that T y  T y

 implies y  y

 provided Y is T


There is a canonical essentially complete hull of any T

space X the space of
join lters We dene FX as the complete lattice of all lters of X ordered
by set inclusion As usual we endow FX with the topology generated by
the sets O
U
 fF  FX j F  Ug where U  X Since the elements of
FX need not be completely prime the collection fO
U
g
UX
is almost never a
topology At least it is a basis
We consider two subspaces of FX The subspace of neighbourhood lters
OX  fOx j x  Xg and the subspace JX of join lters i e arbitrary
joins of neighbourhood lters where the join is taken in FX
As usual one embeds a T

space X into FX by x 	 x  Ox
The preimage of O
U
under  is U  so  is continuous and open! T

implies
injectivity Thus X is homeomorphic to X	  OX  JX Let   X  JX
denote the corestriction of 
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Lemma  The embedding   X  FX is strict and the trace lter T F
w r t  of any lter F  FX is F itself
Proof We have to show that the sets U


S
fV  FX j U  

V 	g
where U ranges over X is a basis of FX We claim U

 O
U
 which is
sucient Let V 
S
i
O
U
i
an arbitrary open set of FX such that U  

V 	
Since U
i
	  O
U
i
 V  the condition 

V 	  U implies U
i
 U  Thus
O
U
i
 O
U
holds and therefore V  O
U
 This proves O
U
 U


An open set U is an element of T F for F  FX if and only if U

is
a neighbourhood of F  which is equivalent to F  O
U
 Hence U  T F
exactly holds if F  U  
The corestriction of a strict embedding is also a strict embedding Thus
  X  JX is strict Actually  is an essential embedding
Proposition   Prop 	 An embedding f  X  Y of T

spaces is es
sential if and only if f is strict and any trace lter w r t f is a join lter
i e y  Y implies T y  JX
If X is essentially complete the essential embedding   X  JX must be
a homeomorphism The converse is also true
Corollary   p 	 A T

space X is essentially complete if and only if
any join lter is a neighbourhood lter JX  OX
Proof It remains to show that OX  JX implies essential completeness of
X Using Proposition  one sees that any trace lter T y of any essential
embedding f  X  Y into a T

space Y equals a neighbourhood lterOx 
T fx for some suitable x  X In the presence of strictness this yields
y  fx Hence X is homeomorphic to Y  
To complete the discussion of JX we remark that JX is always essen
tially complete and that the essential embedding   X  JX is unique up to
homeomorphism Hence JX is the essential hull of X  Prop 	
Theorem  A T

space is essentially complete if and only if it is a right
Kan space
Proof Using Corollary  Homann proved that a space X is essentially
complete if and only if Xv is a complete lattice the topology of X is
coarser than the Scotttopology of Xv and t  X  X  X is jointly
continuous  Prop  and Lemma 	 By Theorem  this is exactly the
characterization of right Kan spaces 
In the remainder of this section we transfer this result to right Kan spaces
over dense continuous functions and T

spaces which are complete w r t
dense essential embeddings
An embedding is dense if and only if any trace lter is proper So we dene
J

X  JX nfXg as the subspace of FX of all join lters which are proper

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Corollary  For a T

space X the following conditions are equivalent
i X is complete w r t dense essential embeddings i e any dense and
essential embedding X  Y is a homeomorphism
ii J

X  OX
iii X is a right Kan space over dense continuous functions
Proof    Since density corresponds to properness Proposition 
yields that f  X  Y is dense and essential if and only if f is strict and any
trace lter is a join lter and proper The corestriction 

 X  J

X of the
strict embedding   X  JX remains strict and any trace lter w r t 

is
proper by Lemma  Therefore condition  implies  The converse is
shown exactly like Corollary 
   By the virtue of Corollary  Theorem  and Proposition 
it is sucient to establish that J

X  OX is equivalent to JX

 OX


Since none lter in FX contains a set containing  and since any open set
in any proper lter in FX

contains  the function   FX  FX

n fX

g
mapping F  FX to F 

O  fg


O  F

is dened and an order
isomorphism Obviously  restricts to an isomorphism between OX  fXg
and OX

 which maps O
X
x to O
X

x and X to O
X

 So it remains
to show that  restricts to an isomorphism between J

X  fXg and JX


Notice that for any lattice L the supremum
W
i
F
i
of lters F
i
on L contains
a  L if and only if a  b

     b
n
holds for a suitable nite collection
fb

 
 
 
  b
n
g 
S
i
F
i
 As a consequence any lter in JX

is proper JX


FX

n X

 because any intersection of neighbourhoods in X

contains 
Since  maps neighbourhood lters to neighbourhood lters and X to
O
X
 and since  is an order isomorphism it maps join lters to join
lters Therefore the  image of J

X fXg is a subset of JX

 Conversely


maps join lters to join lters or to X for the same reason Thus 
restricts and corestricts to an isomorphism J

X  fXg  JX

 
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